D ATA S H E E T :

eSentire MDR with
Microsoft Defender for Endpoint
Hunt and Isolate Endpoint Threats Fast, Before They Spread
Prevent Predictable
Known Attacks

We identify suspicious
behavior using predictive
threat modeling to
automatically block
known, new and fileless
cyber attacks.

Detect New and
Elusive Attacks

Our integrated proprietary
machine learning and
advanced analytics will
identify cyber threats
built to bypass your
preventative defenses.

Respond To and
Remediate Threats

When a threat bypasses your
controls, our 24/7 Elite Threat
Hunters will take action on
your behalf to contain and
remediate compromised
endpoints preventing
disruption to your business.

Harden Against
Future Attacks

We support the incident
response lifecycle by
determining root cause and
eradicating threat actor
presence. Your endpoints
become resilient to new
and repeat attacks.

Today’s endpoints are located across vast physical and digital environments, making traditional, point-solution endpoint
approaches incomplete. eSentire MDR with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint service provides advanced endpoint
protection with 24/7 threat hunting, deep investigation and complete threat response. For the most elusive threats,
our SOC Cyber Analysts and Elite Threat Hunters rapidly investigate and isolate compromised endpoints on your behalf,
preventing lateral spread and business disruption. We work alongside you to determine root cause and corrective actions,
ensuring you are protected and hardened against future business disruption.
eSentire MDR with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint protects your assets 24/7 no matter where your users or data reside.
We combine Elite Threat Hunting with endpoint threat prevention and endpoint detection and response (EDR) capabilities
to eliminate blind spots, and detecting and stopping:
• Commodity Malware

• Suspicious activity

• Zero-day attacks

• Fileless attacks

• Ransomware

• Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)

• Abnormal behavior
• Lateral movement

We go beyond standard MDR providers to provide complete endpoint response and remediation including:

+
+
+
+
+

Preventing infected endpoints from spreading to other machines

Isolating ransomware, data exfiltration and hands-on keyboard attackers
Quarantining malicious files and terminating processes
Stopping/removing service and registry keys
System reboots
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How We Help

Your Outcomes

24/7 monitoring and recording of endpoints

Optimized and hardened state of endpoint defense

Workload protection anywhere users and data reside
- a cross cloud, mobile, virtual and physical environments

Elimination of your physical and virtual endpoint
blind spots

Automated blocking preventing known, unknown
and fileless attacks

Mitigation of potential disruption to your busines

Rapid human-led investigations

Reduction in your operating expenditure cost
and resource demands

Remote managed containment to lock down and isolate threat
actors on your behalf, preventing lateral spread

Satisfaction of your compliance requirements

Remediation of infected endpoints to bring them back to full production

Minimized incident recovery time frame

eSentire MDR with Microsoft Defender for Endpoint vs. Other Providers
Other MDR
Providers

eSentire MDR
with Microsoft
Defender for
Endpoint

24/7 continuous monitoring, recording and centralizing of activity
Prevention of known attacks
Alerting of confirmed threats and suspicious behavior
Tactical threat containment on customer’s behalf via host isolation to stop lateral spread
Active threat hunting

Varies
Limited

Continuous management, tuning and refinement of detection platform

Varies

Root cause determination

Varies

Detection of unknown attacks using machine learning and advanced analytics

Limited

Remediation

Limited

Threat Detection Engineering Driven By Industry Experts

We go beyond other MDR providers by developing custom detection engineering based on our threat intelligence
and proprietary Machine Learning (ML) applications that hunt and respond to endpoint threats.
eSentire’s Threat Response Unit (TRU) delivers counter-threat research and proprietary content to stay ahead of
attackers targeting endpoints. TRU builds proprietary detectors for IOCs and TTPs, all mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK
framework. We publish original research and security advisories so you’re up to date on the latest cyber landscape
and endpoint security risks.
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Why Choose eSentire to Secure Your Microsoft Ecosystem
Response and Remediation

We prioritize the R in MDR. We actively respond to threats on your behalf while the other guys overload you with alerts to
investigate. That means we isolate hosts, contain threats and remediate security incidents across your Microsoft suite.

Certified and Experienced

We are certified as a Gold Security Microsoft partner and are proud Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA)
members demonstrating our leadership in multi-cloud security and Microsoft expertise. We’ve managed 100+ successful
Microsoft MDR deployments to date.

Unique Intelligence, powered by our Threat Response Unit

Supercharge your Microsoft security investments with our proprietary threat content, runbooks, and AI/ML innovations
created by our industry-renowned Threat Response Unit (TRU).

Time to Value

Our zero-install onboarding delivers value in hours not days or weeks. eSentire’s disciplined service deployment
and robust escalation processes ensure complete response when you need it most.

Coverage

End-to-end risk mitigation and coverage across our Managed Risk, Managed Detection and Response and
Incident Response services.

Cost Effective

Leverage your existing licenses and investment in Microsoft to optimize your security posture with enhanced visibility,
controls and response capabilities.

Are you ready to get started?
We’re here to help! Speak with an eSentire Security Specialist
to learn about eSentire MDR for Microsoft.

Get Started

If you’re experiencing a security incident or breach contact us

1-866-579-2200

eSentire, Inc. is the Authority in Managed Detection and Response, protecting the critical data and applications of 1500+ organizations in 80+ countries,
representing 35 industries from known and unknown cyber threats. Founded in 2001, the company’s mission is to hunt, investigate and stop cyber threats
before they become business disrupting events. Combining cutting-edge machine learning XDR technology, 24/7 Threat Hunting, and proven security
operations leadership, eSentire mitigates business risk, and enables security at scale. The Team eSentire difference means enterprises are protected by
the best in the business with a named Cyber Risk Advisor, 24/7 access to SOC Cyber Analysts, Elite Threat Hunters, and industry-leading threat intelligence
research from eSentire’s Threat Response Unit (TRU). eSentire provides Managed Risk, Managed Detection and Response and Incident Response services.
For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

